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New Features for:

Release:Latitude 2020 R1 
Built on:28-Apr-2020

New features included in release 2020 R1

The table below summarizes the new features added in this release
SCR Description/Details

All new features from prior releases

Below is the complete description of all prior releases new features that are included in this
update.

New features in release 2020 R1
SCR Description/Details

Component: Credit Bureau Reporting

LAT-10695
Previously we do not have any provision to update the special comment on
cbr accounts. This tool will provide the feasibility to update the special
comment on accounts in bulk.
You can now use CBR Comment tool to update the special comment on bulk cbr
accounts at once.

LAT-10392

We process debt transfer accounts. When the account reports a 64,(early
termination, balance owing) we would like these specific accounts to report
a billing date that matches the file creation date. There will be a special note
on master that equals "IDT". We would like to know how much it would cost
to have this developed for us and how long it would take to complete.
WHEN CBR Evaluation occurs, IF the nextaccountstatus is 64 AND the
master.specialnote value is 'IDT' AND this is first party THEN set the billing date to
the current date. 

Do NOT clear the master.specialnote value during evaluation, an account can be
evaluated everyday, but the file only gets created once a month (essentially). 

Note that the master.specialnote value is also set when the account should be
deleted from the bureaus. In this case there will be a DA for delete as error, DF for
delete as fraud, or DI for delete as paid by insurance. If it is marked for delete, don't
remove that delete value since delete will always take precedence over IDT 

It wouldn’t be possible to have the delete and the IDT. If it’s already been deleted,
then the IDT wouldn’t report to the bureaus. If it’s reported with the IDT (which is a
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64), that’s a final status so the DA wouldn’t apply at the bureaus. 

By Billing Date, are they referring to the "Date of Account Information" (field 24,
base segment)

Component: Exchange

LAT-10682 Exchange and Query designer update for Arvest new fields named
LoanToValuePercentage and OriginalLoanToValuePercentage.
Exchange and Query designer update for Arvest new fields named
LoanToValuePercentage and OriginalLoanToValuePercentage

LAT-10629

LAT-10583

Component: Job Manager

LAT-10577

Component: Latitude

LAT-10660

LAT-10637
To add the columns to the phone master table : Last Update and Updated By
(Modified when and Modified By) 
This is being done for making Phone Edit functionality working for AIM
To add the columns to the phone master table : Last Update and Updated By
(Modified when and Modified By)

Component: Web Access

LAT-10724 jQuery version updates
Updated the jQuery and jQuery UI versions to 3.x and 1.12 and added code to set
the Login UID and Password to set autocomplete to off
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